12. June 2020 – Press Release

Universal Africa Lines first sailing on their new Mediterranean
and Black Sea service to West Africa.

UAL is very pleased to announce its first ever sailing on their new Mediterranean and Black Sea to West
Africa service.
The first sailing will be performed in June by the heavy lift carrier M/V UAL Fortitude. The UAL Fortitude is
equipped with 2 x 180 mt cranes and has a combined lifting capacity of up to 360 mt.
On schedule is the loading ports Marina di Carrara/Italy, Rijeka/Croatia, Skikda/Algeria and discharging
ports Port Harcourt, Onne/Nigeria, Pointe Noire/Congo and Luanda, Sonils/Angola.
Other ports can be added on inducement.
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"We are very pleased that we will be able to perform our first scheduled voyage so quickly after opening
our new office in Denmark.
In these extraordinary times which we are currently facing, this is a huge achievement. We are not only
very proud that we were able to make this happen on such short notice, but also very thankful to our loyal
clients for entrusting us with their cargoes the same way they have been doing for years on our regular
liner services.
This clearly shows that there is a need for this new service.” says Harald Maas, Director of UAL Netherlands.
“We are very proud to have established the first Mediterranean sailing for UAL within our first month with
the group. The feedback and support that we have received from our customers has been extraordinary
and we look forward to service them on a regular basis. The planning of the next voyage is already
process.” says Directors Samir Ferguen and Morten Moeller, UAL Chartering
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